
 

Question Set #1 received from Bidders and Responses on behalf of Morgan County 
Posted 3.12.2021 

 
Morgan County, Colorado 
RFP 2021-0318-001 Fuel 

 
Question #1: 
Please provide a breakdown of the tank types per tank per site. (i.e., above or below ground) 
Answer#1:  
All tanks are above ground.  Main Shop is two six thousand gallon tanks for diesel and two six 
thousand gallon tanks for unleaded in a concrete containment bunker with electric 
pumps.  Landfill, Weldona, and Wiggins sites tanks are in concrete containment bunkers with 
electric pumps.  All remaining tanks are five hundred gallon stand tanks, gravity fed dispensing. 
 
Question #2: 
Will an electronic signature be accepted in place of a wet signature? 
Answer#2:  
Question #3: 
Who is the current vendor for the County? 
Answer#3:  
Hill Petroleum, Fort Morgan, Colorado 
 
Question #4: 
On page 5 of the bid the County requests the vendor provide two copies of the bid. Is the county 
requesting the bidder send an original bid and then a copy of this bid marked copy 
Answer#4:  
Two originals. 
 
Question #5: 
Are bidders required to bid on all items to be considered? 
Answer#5:  
Yes, delivery to all locations must be included to be considered. 
 
Question #6: 
Will the county award to multiple vendors 
Answer#6:  
No 

 
 
 
 



Question #7: 
Please provide a copy of a Gas Invoice from a delivery. 
Please provide a copy of a Gas Bill of Lading from a delivery. 
Please provide a copy of a Diesel Invoice from a delivery. 
Please provide a copy of a Diesel Bill of Lading from a delivery 

Answer#7:  
NA 
 
Question #8: 
Is the county requesting gas additive to be included with every delivery? 
If the county is requesting gas additive, what type of additive is being requested? 
Answer#8:  
No/NA 
 
Question #8: 
If the county is requesting diesel additive, what type of additive is being requested? 
Answer#8:  
County's preferred additive is Power Services Brand (Formulation and blend rates changes 
according to seasons) 
 
Question #9: 
Is the midgrade unleaded gasoline being requested allowed to contain up to 10% ethanol? 
Answer#9:  
Yes, that is acceptable. 
 
Question #10: 
Please provide an average delivery size for each site for all respective products. 
Answer#10:  
Main Site unleaded 8000, diesel 7300. Wiggins and Weldona diesel 2000-2400. Landfill diesel 
3000-3300.  All other  stand tanks diesel 375-450.  All stand tanks filled on a route dielivery 
generally every other week. 
 
Question #11: 
Are any locations outside of the Fort Morgan site able to logistically receive a transport delivery? 
Answer#11:  
No 
 
Question #12: 
What blend percentages were requested last year and during what timeframes (months) were 
they requested/changed? 
Answer#12:  
Depends on weather and temperatures. Typically we begin requesting blending around the first 
of October and run through the end of March.  Most of that time frame we run and 70/30 
mix.  However, if the temperatures appear to be moving into sub zero range we move down to a 
60/40 blend.  Those are the most common blends we use and rarely use any other rates. 


